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Many slabbing rock masses have emerged in hydropower slopes and 

underground engineering, with the construction of basic engineering and 

resource development projects along the zone of the Belt and Road. The anti-

dip slabbing rock mass is prone to toppling and the degree of slabbing controls 

the development of toppling deformation. There are a few reports on the 

mechanical mechanism of rock mass toppling deformation after slabbing. Based 

on the analysis of the genetic conditions of rock mass slabbing, the influence 

of rock mass after slabbing on toppling deformation was explored by means of 

the mechanics method. The toppling bending deflection (TBD) and the toppling 

fracture depth (TFD) were selected as the analysis indexes, and the response 

regularity of slabbing on toppling rock mass was analyzed with examples. The 

results show that the width and thickness of the slabbing rock mass become 

narrower and thinner, the toppling bending deflection (TBD) increases, the 

toppling fracture depth (TFD) decreases, and the toppling deformation and failure 

intensify. The TBD is independent of the width of rock mass slabbing under self-

weight, and the change of TBD is slow when the slab beam slabbing number (n) 

of thickness is <4 and fast when the slabbing number is above 4. The first TFD 

decreases fast when w is <2.0 m and it tends to be stable when w is above 2.0 m. 

The first TFD reduces relatively fast with the decrease in the thickness (t) of the 

slab beam. The result of this study can provide a reference for the treatment and 

evaluation of slabbing rock mass toppling deformation.
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1. Introduction

With the implementation of the Belt and Road strategy, many infrastructure projects and 
resource development projects along the zone have been put into construction. The excavation 
of hydropower slopes, hydropower underground chambers, and deep tunnels exposes a large 
number of rock mass slabbing failures (Wu et al., 2010; Sun et al., 2012; Qiu et al., 2014; Zhou 
et al., 2015; Liu et al., 2017; Zhou et al., 2018; Qin et al., 2020; Xu et al., 2021; Fujii et al., 2022).
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The rock mass with slab fracture structure is divided by fracture 
surfaces (slab fracture surfaces) that are nearly parallel to a certain 
extent. The rock mass among the slab fracture surfaces presents a 
slab-like feature. The slabbing rock mass structure is called the slab 
fracture structure. The slabbing failure rock mass consists of a slab 
fracture structure formed by excavation unloading of intact rock 
mass, relatively intact rock mass, and massive rock mass, and a 
natural slab fracture structure formed by long-term geological 
processes. Due to the difference in output characteristics of the slab 
fracture rock mass, the rock slab with anti-dip characteristics is 
prone to toppling deformation and failure, which are common in 
hydropower, traffic engineering slopes, hydropower buildings, and 
tunnels (Goodman, 2013). Toppling failure has been reported in 
more and more situations with the construction of mines, highways, 
hydropower stations, and so on. Many scholars have carried out 
research on the evolution mechanism of toppling failure and 
identification of instability failure (Huang, 2008; Huang et al., 2017; 
Tao et al., 2019; Bao et al., 2022; Nie et al., 2022; Zhu et al., 2022; Li 
et al., 2022a). The cantilever beam theory was introduced to study the 
rock mass with slab fracture structure (Goodman and Bray, 1976; 
Sun and Zhang, 1985; Aydan and Kawamoto, 1992; Amini et al., 
2009, 2012; Liu H. J. et al., 2016; Alejano et al., 2018; Zheng et al., 
2018; Cai et al., 2022a). Ni and Ye (1987) compared and analyzed the 
similarities and differences between the slab fracture structure rock 
mass and the layered rock mass, and concluded that the failure forms 
of the slab fracture structure are flexural toppling failure and 
buckling instability. Many scholars have carried out research on the 
slabbing rock mass and its genetic mechanism and achieved fruitful 
results. Some scholars analyzed the characteristics of slope rock mass 
slabbing under different stress modes caused by valley undercutting, 
excavation, and long-term geological processes from the perspective 
of supergene transformation and aging deformation (Huang et al., 
1994; Tao et al., 2000; Huang, 2008; Huang et al., 2017; Cai et al., 
2019; Liang et al., 2022; Li et al., 2022b). The latest research show that 
a large number of slabbing failures have also emerged in the 
excavation of underground chambers and tunnels (Du et al., 2016; 
Gong et al., 2018, 2020; Pan et al., 2020; Jiang et al., 2021; He et al., 
2022; Tang et al., 2022; Wang et al., 2022). Huang (2008) and Huang 
et al. (2017) proposed the three stages of the development process of 
high slope and the characteristics of slope stress field with 
undercutting or excavation unloading, which is of great significance 
to reveal the causes of rock mass slabbing under stress conditions at 
different development stages of the slope and also deepen the 
understanding of rock mass slabbing phenomena exposed by the 
excavation of deep tunnels and hydropower underground chambers.

Slabbing transformed the toppled rock mass, making the 
original rock slab and rock block thinner and narrower. The 
mechanical strength parameters (rock block and structural plane) 
are reduced due to long-term geological action, which further 
aggravates the degree of rock mass toppling deformation, indicating 
that the occurrence of toppling deformation is closely related to the 
mechanical and geometric characteristics of the rock slab. There are 
few reports on the regularity and mechanical mechanism of rock 
mass toppling deformation after slabbing. This study mainly analyzes 

the geometric size of the rock slab of the toppled rock mass after 
slabbing, which is mainly reflected in the influence of the width and 
thickness of the rock slab. Based on the causes analysis of rock mass 
slabbing, this study uses mechanical methods to analyze the 
mechanical mechanism by which rock mass slabbing aggravates 
toppling deformation and explains its influence degree from two 
aspects: the toppling bending deflection (TBD) and the toppling 
fracture depth (TFD), and analyzes the influence law of rock mass 
slabbing on toppling deformation with examples.

2. Genetic condition of rock mass 
slabbing

The rock mass slabbing process of slope can be described as 
follows: the stress redistribution of slope caused by valley 
undercutting or engineering excavation, and the difference of 
unloading rebound value caused by the difference of rock mass 
structure, lithological composition, and mechanical properties 
produces tensile stress and shear stress concentrations within the 
unloading influence depth range. The stress differentiation makes 
the tensile stress concentration zone produce a tension fracture 
surface, and the compressive stress concentration area forms 
shear- and compression-induced tension fracture surfaces, which 
are nearly parallel to the unloading surface (Figures 1, 2). With the 
late transformation, the rock mass with the slab fracture structure 
has further deteriorated. The different cutting combination 
relationship between the slab fracture structure rock mass and the 
slope surface or free face where it is located forms the types of 
slope such as anti-dip slope, dip slope, and oblique slope, and the 
toppling bending deformation occurs on the anti-dip slope under 
the influence of external factors and self-weight (Huang et al., 
1994; Huang, 2008; Huang et al., 2017). Meanwhile, considering 
the rheological properties of rock mass, the deterioration of rock 
mass properties caused by water and weathering and the toppling 
deformation of the anti-dip rock slope intensified.

The rock mass slabbing is the result of the combined action of 
internal and external factors. The internal factors are the decisive 
condition, and the external factors play the role of triggering and 
inducing. The internal factors include the mineral composition 
characteristics and internal structure of rocks. The external factors 
include stress state, excavation, earthquake, weathering, and other 
deterioration factors.

2.1. Internal defect of rock mass

Mineral particles constitute the rock, and the boundary between 
mineral particles and the trace cutting through mineral particles are 
the places where subtle cracks (such as cracks, small weak surfaces, 
and other defects) are generated. The size, arrangement, and 
combination of mineral particles in the rock and the connection 
between particles are the internal factors of rock mass slabbing. The 
anisotropy of rock caused by the directional arrangement of mineral 
particles determines the dominant orientation of the slab fracture 
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surface. When the condition of stress concentration is sufficient, the 
rock will undergo intergranular fracture, Peristaline fracture, and 
cleavage transgranular fracture. With the increase of deformation, 
the rock will undergo microcracks to slab fracture. Therefore, the 
grain arrangement and internal defects lay the material structure 
foundation for the rock mass slabbing and affect the development 
direction and degree of rock mass slabbing.

2.2. External environmental factors

The external factors that affect the rock mass slabbing mainly 
include stress state (stress differentiation and differential 
unloading), weathering, water action, earthquake (dynamic 
load), and human activities.

Slabbing of rock mass may be caused by valley undercutting 
and excavation of slope, chamber, etc. The stress state of rock 
mass transits from the initial compression state to the tensile 

state. The stress state goes through compression, shear, and 
tension (Figure 1). Under various mechanical behaviors, the 
rock mass deteriorates into a slab-like rock mass. The tension, 
shear, and compression generated in the stress differentiation 
and the difference in rock mass material properties lead to the 
differential unloading rebound, and the stress concentration 
and residual stress occur in the rock mass within a certain range 
of the unloading surface, intensifying the slabbing failure 
(Figure 2).

In addition to the influence of the change of stress state on 
rock mass slabbing, weathering, earthquake, water, and human 
activities, all promote the occurrence of slabbing and further 
fragmentation and deterioration of slabbing rock mass.

 1. Under the weathering of minerals and rocks, the 
connection degree of particles in the rock mass, the 
undulation and roughness of slab fracture surface weaken, 

A B

D

C

FIGURE 1

Rock mass slabbing of slope under different stress states.

A B

FIGURE 2

Differential resilience of rock strength differences. (A) loading and (B) unloading.
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the overall strength decreases, and the porosity increases, 
further providing a channel for the action of water.

 2. In the process of stress wave propagation under dynamic 
load, the reflection will occur at the relatively free interface 
with different medium characteristics. At the interface, the 
incident wave will generate a tensile wave (tensile stress), 
and the greater the difference in elastic modulus between 
the two mediums, the greater the tensile stress. The 
cumulative effect of repeated dynamic loads aggravates the 
development of rock mass slabbing.

 3. The water combines with the hydrophilic substances on the 
slab fracture surface for lubrication, or some minerals on 
the slab fracture surface will be hydrolyzed and dissolved. 
The expansion of frozen volume, hydrostatic pressure, and 
hydrodynamic pressure of water in the slab fracture surface 
will further aggravate the expansion of fractures.

 4. The excavation and reconstruction of human activities 
provide free space for unloading and forming slabbing. The 
blasting, vibration, and other artificial dynamic loads will 
further trigger and intensify the rock mass slabbing.

3. Slabbing effect of toppling 
deformation based on bending 
deflection

3.1. Mechanical model analysis

The influence of rock mass slabbing under self-gravity on 
toppling bending deflection (TBD) is considered. The thickness 
and width of the rock slab are reduced due to slabbing, and the 
adhesion between the slab fracture surfaces is lost or decreased 
due to various factors, which makes it easier to produce 
interlaminar dislocation in the process of toppling and bending.

Before rock mass slabbing, the toppling bending deflection 
(TBD) caused by the self-weight is estimated by Equation 1. After 
rock mass slabbing, the flexural stiffness of the rock slab decreases 
greatly and the toppling bending deflection (TBD) increases 
significantly. It is assumed that the slabbing of the isothick slab in 
rock formation forms n layer m segment (Figure 3), and then the 
toppling bending deflection (TBD) caused by the bending moment 
provided by the self-weight is estimated by Equation 2 as follows:
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where α is the dip angle of the rock beam, l is the length of the 
cantilever beam segment, t is the thickness of the beam, r is the beam 
weight, and E is the deformation modulus of the slabbing rock mass. 
It can be seen from Equation 2 that the toppling bending deflection 
(TBD) of the rock slab increases after the rock mass slabbing. 

Moreover, the more serious the rock mass slabbing is, the more 
severe the toppling flexural stiffness of the rock slab is reduced, and 
the more easily the rock slab is inclined to topple and bend. Then, 
the toppling deformation will develop gradually and enter the 
creeping stage considering the time effect (Cai et al., 2022b).

Considering the particularity of rock lithology, there will be a 
tension-neutral layer not located on the geometric central axis of 
its section. There is a difference between the deformation and the 
assumption (Figures 4, 5).

According to Figures  4, 5, w is beam width, t is beam 
thickness, A is the area of beam section, tt is tension zone height, 
and tc is compression zone height. Ec and Et are compression 
deformation modulus and tensile deformation modulus, 
respectively. If Ec = Et, the neutral axis position coincides with the 
symmetry axis of the section, that is, tt = tc. But the tensile modulus 
and compressive modulus of rock mass are obviously different, 
that is, Ec ≠ Et, and even if the section has a symmetry axis 
position, the neutral axis position is inconsistent with the 
symmetry axis position of the section, that is, tt ≠ tc.
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The moment of inertia of the rock slab section can 
be  processed by the equal-generation method, and Et is used 
instead of Ec, then the width above the neutral axis increases to 
w' , which is introduced and called the equivalent width of the 
section, and ww

E
E
c
t

' = , the moment of inertia of the entire section 
can be expressed as Equation 5, then simplified to Equation 6.
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FIGURE 3

Relative loading conditions of rock beams before and after 
slabbing. Left: before slabbing; Right: after slabbing.
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Then, the difference in tensile and compressive 
characteristics of rock mass is considered, and the toppling 
bending deflection (TBD) caused by self-weight is 
estimated by Equation 7. The toppling bending deflection 
(TBD) caused by the bending moment provided by the self-
weight of each rock slab after isopach slabbing is estimated by 
Equation 8.
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3.2. Example analysis

An example was selected to analyze the slabbing effect of 
toppling deformation based on toppling bending deflection (TBD). 
The inclination angle of the rock slab α = 60°, γ = 26.0 kN/m3, and 
t = 5 m, the length of cantilever beam segment l is 10 m, and the 
compression deformation modulus Ec and the tensile deformation 
modulus Et are 5 × 103 MPa and 1 × 104 MPa, respectively. The 
deformation modulus of slabbing rock mass E is similar to the Ec.

According to Equation 8, the slabbing segment of width m is 
eliminated, which reflects that the toppling bending deflection 
(TBD) is independent of the width of rock mass slabbing under 
self-weight of slabbing rock mass, as the thickness of the slab beam 
becomes thinner. The TBD is closely related to the thickness of the 
slab beam.

The slabbing numbers of slab beam thickness were selected 
as an example (Table 1). The control variable method is supposed 
to study further the toppling bending deflection (TBD) and the 
slabbing numbers of slab beam thickness, and the curves of the 
relationship between the slabbing numbers and the toppling 
bending deflection (TBD) presented in Figure 6 are concluded. It 
can be seen from Figure 6 that the toppling bending deflection 
(TBD) increases remarkably with the number of rock mass 
slabbing. The change of toppling bending deflection (TBD) is 
slow when the slabbing number (n) of thickness is <4 and fast 
when the slabbing number is above 4. The existing research 

A B

FIGURE 4

Bending force of rock slab.

A B

FIGURE 5

Conversion of the equivalent width.
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reflects that the toppling bending deflection of thin phyllite is 
stronger than that of thick massive sand slate (Liu M. et al., 2016; 
Cai et al., 2019; Zhao et al., 2021).

4. Slabbing effect of toppling failure 
based on toppling fracture depth

4.1. Three-dimensional mechanical 
model analysis

A three-dimensional mechanical model was established for a 
single slab beam, H is the height of the slope, α is the dip angle of the 
strata (0 < α < 90°), β is the angle of the slope (0 < β < 90°), t is the 
thickness of the single-layer slab beam, and w is the width of the slab 
beam. The slab beam is simplified always in a quasi-equilibrium state 
during the process of bending and toppling and is subjected to self-
weight, the friction resistance of the upper and lower adjacent layers, 
and the lateral constraining force of the left and right sides (Figure 7). 
The rock layer is homogeneous and uniform in thickness, and the 
distribution of normal stress and shear stress between layers and 
lateral joints is linear and only related to the buried depth. In 
addition, the cohesion and internal frictional angle of the strata are 
the same, and the lateral joints are also uniform. It is assumed that 
the parameters of the joint surface are equal to those of the stratum 
plane. Meanwhile, considering that the joint surface is almost open 
after unloading, and the cohesion of the joint surface is limited, the 
influence of the cohesion of the lateral joint surface is not considered 
in this study. According to the geometric relationship of the model, 
σi and σi + 1 are the normal stresses of the slab beam, respectively. τi 
and τi + 1, respectively, are the shear stresses of the slab beam surface, 
and τ ki  is the lateral constraint force. W is the self-weight of the slab 
beam. Therefore, W txw= γ . M is the difference between the 
bending moment MT  and the resisting moment MR , is the total 
bending moment of the slab beam. M can be abbreviated as Equation 
9. The deduction process details of Equation 9 are shown in 
Equations A.1–A.4 in Appendix A.
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where ∝  is Poisson’s ratio, n is the lateral stress coefficient, and 
its calculation formula is n = −( )µ µ/ 1 . The introduced lateral 

constraint coefficient K presented lateral constraint conditions, 
which reflected the boundary condition of the slab beam. Supposing 
K∈[0, 2], 0 means no constraint, which reflects the three-way 
conditions of the free face; 1 shows a unilateral constraint that 
reflects the condition on either side of the free face; and 2 signifies 
three constraints and only one side opening condition. The values of 
(0, 1) or (1, 2) correspond to different combinations of opening 
conditions, considering unloading crack conditions (including two 
free faces, unloading conditions, and one free face). Those values are 
determined according to the opening and filling degree of unloading 
cracks. Due to the limited contribution of cohesion after opening, 
only the friction angle effect is taken into consideration.

Since the compressive strength of the rock mass is much 
higher than its tensile strength, tensile failure is likely to occur. In 
other words, the condition of toppling failure of the slab beam is 
M > 0, and σ σt T> [ ] . σ t  and [σT ] are the tensile stress of the 
slab beam and the tensile strength of the rock mass, respectively. 
The tensile stress on the normal section of the beam can 
be expressed as Equation 10.
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where N is the axial force exerted on the slab beam, which is 
the component force of the self-weight of the slab beam in the 
x-direction, N Wsin= α . A is the normal cross-sectional area of 
the slab beam, A = tw. y is the distance in the y-direction from the 
fracture point on the normal section to the centroid of the section, 
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y = t/2. I is the section moment of inertia, I = t3w/12. Equation 10 
can be  rewritten as Equation 11. A1, B1, C1, D1 are shown in 
Equation A.5 in Appendix A.

 A x B x C x D1
3

1
2

1 1 0+ + + =  
(11)

According to Cardin’s formula, if A1 0↑ , there must be a real 
solution of the unary cubic equation, A1 , B1 , C D R1 1, ∈ . 
Moreover, the solution is the first toppling fracture depth (TFD) 
of the slab beam. A0, B0, C0, D0are shown in Equation A.6 in 
Appendix A.

According to Cardin’s formula, the first toppling fracture 
depth x of the slab beam is as follows:

 x = + + + −A B C B C0 0 0
3

0 0
3

 (12)

If A1 0= , Equation 12 is simplified to a unary quadratic 
equation, namely, B x C x D1

2
1 1 0+ + = , the first toppling fracture 

depth x of the slab beam is as follows:

 
x =

− + −C C B D
B

1 1
2

1 1

1

4

2  
(13)

It is consistent with the format of the previous two-dimensional 
mechanical model of the slab beam and will not be described in detail. 
From equation 12, it can be inferred that the first toppling fracture 

depth (TFD) of the slab beam is closely related to the slope angle β, 
rock inclination angle α, the weight of the slab beam γ, thickness t, 
width w, lateral constraint coefficient n, internal friction angle of the 
rock layer φ, cohesion of the rock layer c, and lateral constraint factor 
K. The following example analysis further analyzed the slabbing effect 
of toppling failure based on toppling fracture depth (TFD).

4.2. Example analysis

The toppling slope of the highway, proposed by Liu H. J. et al. 
(2016), in the southern mountainous area of Anhui was taken as 
an example. The slope lithology is composed of metamorphic sand 
slate, and the inclination angle of the rock layer α = 56°, the slope 
angle β = 50°, γ = 26.0 kN/m3, Poisson’s ratio ∝  = 0.2, t = 0.25 m, the 
tensile strength σT[ ]  = 9,000 kPa, φ = 20°, and c = 50 kPa. The K 
values of (0, 1) or (1, 2) correspond to different combinations of 
opening conditions, considering including two free faces or 
unloading conditions and one free face. This site point is located 
on the mountain ridge, and there is a gully on one side and an 
excavation surface of the highway on the other side of the slope. 
This site point approximately presented two free faces, then 
w = 2.0 m, and the coefficient of lateral constraint K = 0.01 can 
be determined according to the geological conditions in the field. 
According to Equation 12, the TFD of the three-dimensional 
mechanical model is 14.7 m. The TFD calculated by the 
two-dimensional mechanical model is 14.0 m, and the toppling 
development depth measured in the field is ~15.5 m.

The two-dimensional mechanical model with a width of 1.0 m 
indicates that the lateral joint spacing is the unit width. In most 
cases, lateral spacing is generally w ≠ 1.0 m, and there is no lateral 
constraint force caused by the principal stress. Obviously, 
Equation 12 derived from the three-dimensional mechanical 
model can be used to accurately calculate the toppling fracture 
depth (TFD) of the slab beam, and the results are consistent with 
the depth of the statistical field.

The control variable method is supposed to study further the 
first toppling fracture depth (TFD) of the slab beam and the 
related variables. The variables including the thickness t and the 
width w of the slab beam were mainly selected, and the curves of 
the relationship between the variables and the first toppling 
fracture depth (TFD) presented in Figure 8 are concluded.

According to the parameter analysis (Figure 8), the toppling 
fracture depth decreases with the decrease in the width and 
thickness of the rock slab, and the first toppling fracture depth 
(TFD) increases inversely with the increase in the width of the slab 
beam. The first toppling fracture depth (TFD) decreases fast when 
w < 2.0 m, and it tends to be stable when w is above 2.0 m. The first 
fracture depth grows relatively fast with the thickness of the 

FIGURE 6

Relationship between the slabbing number and toppling bending 
deflection.

TABLE 1 The relationship between the slabbing number and rock slab thickness.

Thickness (t)/m 5 2.5 1.67 1.25 1 0.83 0.71 0.63 0.56 0.5

Slabbing number (n) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
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A B

FIGURE 8

Relationship between toppling fracture depth and width and thickness of the slab beam.

decreased slab beam. The smaller the toppling fracture depth 
(TFD), the more likely the toppling failure will occur.

5. Conclusion

 1. There are many factors inducing the rock mass slabbing, 
which are mainly divided into internal and external 
factors. The internal factors are the decisive condition, 
and the external factors play the role of triggering and 
inducing. The internal factors are mainly the internal 
texture and structural factors of rock mass, while the 
external factors are mainly stress differentiation, 
differential unloading, dynamic load, weathering, 
artificial activities, etc.

 2. Slabbing makes the section size of the rock slab beam 
narrower and thinner, thus increasing the bending 
deflection of the toppling failure, indicating that the 
slabbing of the rock slab aggravates the development of 
toppling deformation. The toppling bending deflection 
(TBD) is independent of the width of rock mass slabbing 
under self-weight, and the toppling bending deflection 
(TBD) is closely related to the thickness of the slab beam. 
The change of toppling bending deflection (TBD) is slow 
when the slab beam slabbing number (n) of thickness is <4 
and fast when the slabbing number is above 4.

 3. According to the analysis of the three-dimensional 
mechanical model, the toppling fracture depth (TFD) 
decreases with the decrease in the width and thickness of 
the section size of the rock slab. The first toppling fracture 

A

B

FIGURE 7

Geometry of the mechanical model. (A) Three-dimensional mechanical model; and (B) a single slab beam.
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depth (TFD) decreases fast when w is <2.0 m, and it tends 
to be  stable when w is above 2.0 m. The first toppling 
fracture depth (TFD) reduces relatively fast with the 
thickness t of the decreased slab beam. The smaller the 
toppling fracture depth (TFD) is, the more likely the 
toppling failure will occur.

 4. The section size of slabbing rock mass is mainly concerned, 
and the influence of rock mass slabbing on mechanics 
parameters of rock mass is not considered, especially the 
amplification effect of the crack tip and the time-varying 
effect of slabbing rock mass mechanics parameters caused 
by weathering, which can be  regarded as the focus of 
future research.
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Appendix A

Figure 7 presents the mechanical model under the global coordinate system.
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where n is the lateral stress coefficient and its calculation formula is as follows:
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where µ  is Poisson’s ratio.
Because the toppling is still in the quasi-static equilibrium of dislocation each other and meets τ i  > τ σ ϕ[ ] = +tan c , the rock slab 
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Similarly, the lateral constraint force of the lateral section can be expressed as τ γk Ktan n h ci i= +ϕ .
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